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**ABSTRACT**

Journalistic inquiry often requires analysis and close study of large text collections around a particular topic. We argue that this practice could benefit from a more text- and reading-centered approach to journalistic text analysis, one that allows for a fluid transition between overview of entities of interest, the context of these entities in the text, down to the detailed documents they are extracted from. In this context, we present the design and development of Storifier, a text visualization tool created in close collaboration with a large francophone news office. We also discuss a case study on how our tool was used to analyze a text collection and help publish a story.

1 **INTRODUCTION**

Data journalists often analyze large text collections when pursuing newsworthy stories about current relevant topics, such as presidential tweets [36] and political party manifestos [10]. Given the ever increasing scale of these collections and the laborious nature of text analysis, journalism practices have adopted automated text analysis to support investigative work [7, 17, 19]. While these methods constitute invaluable resources to generate quantitative insights and to guide qualitative analysis, they require significant technical expertise and do not “replace the human judgement needed for fine-grained, qualitative forms of analysis” [17]. This calls for a more careful emphasis and support of reading as a key step of the analysis workflow.

Several past works in text visualization sought to bridge this gap and provide overviews of large text collections to support journalistic practices. However, many focus on high-level summaries and on showcasing structured data extracted from text (e.g., entities, relationships, and trends), dedicating little space (or providing only indirect access) to original text [20, 26, 38]; other more text-centered tools, on the other hand, were designed for specific types of text collections, e.g., social media posts [13] and PDF documents [8], which limits their generalizability. Text-centered analysis tools in sensemaking [29, 33] and digital humanities [23, 24] could support journalists in this aspect; however, these tools tend to be fairly complex and not always amenable to the stringent timeframes and dynamic requirements of the newsroom [5]. Journalistic inquiry also has a unique focus on “newsworthy” (e.g., surprising or unusual) findings [3, 13], a notion which is hard to fully automate and therefore requires user intervention for searching and reading. We argue that a tool where both corpus-level overviews and detailed text content are readily accessible could help mitigate these issues.

In this work, we present Storifier, a text analysis tool for journalists centered on reading and the transitioning from corpus-level features to detailed text analysis, via a fully connected and simple-to-use interface. We report on our collaboration with journalists from a large francophone newspaper office to derive design requirements that guided our design and development. We also discuss findings of a case study where Storifier was used to explore (and publish a story on) a large text dataset of citizen engagement feedback.
2 Background

We discuss works in text visualization for journalism and other fields that inspired our work, grouped by recurring design themes (D1-D4).

(D1) Transitioning between levels of detail. In line with Shneiderman’s information seeking mantra [32], an assessment of journalistic tasks around document collections [8] outlined two tasks — content summarization and hypothesis testing — which require not only the ability to identify patterns and generate overviews but also a need to effectively persuade details. This alludes to the distant vs. close reading spectrum for text analysis in the digital humanities, with many text visualization tools operating on either end of this spectrum [23, 24]. We argue that a tool to support journalistic exploration of text collections should instead bridge the two ends — i.e., provide a high-level overview of the collection (to support discovery), along with fluid access to full-text details (for richer context).

This transitioning between levels of detail has been explicitly considered in the design of text analysis tools for literary studies that feature dedicated space for full document views plus several levels of progressive corpus-level summarization [3, 12, 25]. However, these tools are typically geared towards deep and detailed analysis of very long documents (e.g., books), whereas journalistic practices emphasize discovery, skimming, and retrieving of quotes. On the other hand, tools tailored for journalistic text analysis have only partially incorporated this notion of levels of detail: among those featuring dedicated spaces for text, they have either been designed for very short snippets (e.g., headlines, social media posts and user reviews) [13, 15, 20], or they support full document views but lack text browsing features (e.g., showcasing text snippets from multiple documents at a time) [8].

(D2) Overview and Summarization. Providing top-down awareness on a corpus level (i.e., distant reading techniques) enables not only to inform corpus trends and high-level patterns but also to provide entry points for further exploration [3, 22]. Common approaches include topics [3, 12, 14, 22, 26], extracted entities [14, 22, 33, 38], relevant keywords [13, 15, 27], and aggregate statistics over terms and metadata [15], sometimes organized over time [13, 14, 27]. These elements are often interactive and serve as content filters, linking back to particular text mentions. We provide similar views.

(D3) Navigation and Exploration. Reading is time-intensive, and having the means to efficiently and effectively search for relevant content is key. Past assessments found that journalists [3] and intelligence analysts [22] prefer “high recall” queries, i.e., starting with a broad search that retrieves a larger set of documents for quick browsing and later re-filtering. This implies that filters should be compoundable, allowing for multiple filtering criteria at once. This is often achieved via metadata filters [3, 5, 13, 15, 16] and entity/topic filters [12, 14, 22, 27]. A less common but powerful approach to complement keyword search is to use ontology concepts [11, 34], where a higher level hypernym may replace multiple keyword searches of alternative spellings of the same concept.

Another important step to guide discovery is lateral search, i.e., finding concepts and entities related to a topic of interest. This is often done by explicitly encoding relationships as graphs [9, 27, 33, 38], matrices [3], and proximity in scatterplots [28]. Another strategy is showcasing overlap of parallel search queries, such as associating different colors to each search filter [3, 8, 15, 25] and using small multiples [16]. In the end, the analyst still needs to have a closer look at related texts to qualify said relationships. We support both ontology-powered search and multiple search filters while allowing analysts to read text more closely.

(D4) Curation and tagging. User-defined structures are an integral component of sensemaking and intelligence analysis [29, 33] with particular relevance to journalism. From case studies with journalists, Brehmer et al. [8] found that tags and annotations were widely used to keep track of what documents were seen and what information was learned. Related strategies include tagging documents of interest [8, 22], outlining text snippets for classification [25], saving search configurations [12, 15, 28], and user-defined entities and connections [33]. In the end, few text analysis tools offer support to keep track and revisit user-defined segments of interest within documents. Our work also aims to fill this gap.

3 Formative Investigation

To help us contextualize past work and current journalistic needs, we conducted a formative investigation with staff from Ouest France1, the most read francophone newspaper in the world (2.5 million daily readers). One data journalist, one information curator managing newspaper archives, and two support staff with journalistic training (who aid journalists with information search and fact-checking) participated in a half-day workshop. After a round table, participants were asked to discuss recent stories they wrote, particularly focusing on common data analysis practices and specific challenges they faced when working on these stories. Our collective discussion and reflections on their experiences led us to identify three high-level tasks to the exploration of text document collections (T1-T3):

(T1) High-level overviews. This includes understanding the collection and identifying possible stories, keywords, or topics of interest. This task is most relevant for unfamiliar collections, e.g., when a new text corpus is released or updated. Journalists reported performing this task by skimming multiple articles of the collection, identifying important keywords/entities, and then explicitly searching for them in documents. They would then read the articles and identify further relationships or connections they may have, refining their search. Major challenges in this task were deciding where to start their research (i.e., which articles to read first), and how to narrow down the set of documents to read within a topic of interest.

(T2) Focus on entities of interest. The data journalist and support staff often investigate the trajectory of one or more entities (e.g., person, company, political party, movement) and their relationships in depth. Currently, the journalists perform this task by searching for the names of entities and related keywords and then looking over the articles to understand how they relate to each other and how they evolve over time. A major challenge is gaining such an understanding quickly, especially in face of recent emerging events that need to be commented on in a very short time frame. On the day of our visit, the data journalist was planning a piece on the suspects associated with an attack in Strasbourg that had happened a few hours before. To build a timeline for the sudden event, they only had a few hours to go over hundreds of documents via keyword search, which, apart from a handful, turned out to be uninformative.

(T3) Evidence to support hypotheses. The support staff explained that journalistic stories are often built around a starting hypothesis for which they acquire evidence to support or disprove. In the context of investigative journalism, this takes the form of fact checking, quotes or statements related to an event, statistics, and understanding the context for background information in the data and in external sources that led to the hypothesis. A collection of evidence forms a skeleton that helps scaffold the story. Currently, journalists and staff conduct multiple searches on terms related to the hypothesis and refer back to documents they maintain as content summaries for topics revisited often to collect evidence (e.g., statistics on protests related to environmental issues). A major challenge is quickly rounding up possibly relevant content and then efficiently determining which ones merit further investigation.

We transform these findings and design guidance from related work into 6 design recommendations (D1-D6) for a tool that supports journalists exploring thematic text collections:

(R1) Support content overviews. Providing a high-level view of parts or the whole collection can contribute to a general awareness

1http://www.ouest-france.fr/
of the content, suggest paths for initial exploration, and potentially lead to serendipitous discoveries (D1, D2, T1).

(R2) Acknowledge entities. Entities should be easily identifiable. This includes the Whats, Whos and Wherew of the 5Ws, but also higher level concept types (e.g., a search for “dogs” that returns mentions of “poodles” and “huskies”) (D2, T2).

(R3) Showcase connections and temporal trends. This includes detecting and highlighting relationships between entities and how they evolve over time (D2, T2, T3).

(R4) Flexible search. Content should be thoroughly searchable, not only by keywords but also by entities and concepts (D3, T3).

(R5) Seamless connection to context. Understanding motives and settings can help contextualize relationships and events, information that is notoriously difficult to obtain without access to the full text. The system should therefore provide easy access to segments of text relevant to an entity or topic of interest (D1, T2, T3).

(R6) Track content of interest. Curation actions (e.g., annotation, selection and highlighting of entities) can help externalize the construction of a story and organize evidence (D4, T2, T3).

4 Storifier
Following the formative investigation and outlining of design goals, we created Storifier, a tool to support exploration and understanding of text collections. It was designed to expedite journalistic analysis of documents and to help users keep track of passages of interest.

Storifier leverages structured data automatically extracted from raw text documents. Its natural language processing (NLP) pipeline extracts sentences, paragraphs, word counts, entities (person, location, organization) via named entity recognition (NER), key phrases [6] and relations [30]. It also associates taxonomy tags to the text to support concept search via a WordNet-based word sense disambiguation (WSD) module [35]. If available, dates or other order attributes (e.g., chapter numbers) are also extracted.

The interface (Fig. 1) features 4 thoroughly integrated panels: a (A) Search panel where users can perform and manage search queries; an (B) Overview panel listing frequent terms and entities in the collection that can be searched; a (C) Snippets panel featuring short text segments that match search queries and filters, alongside a temporal axis and a collection of documents; and a (D) Document panel, providing full access to documents in the text collection.

Kickstarting the exploration. Users working on a brand new text collection have two starting points: searching for content using the Search panel, or browsing the Overview panel for prominent terms (R1). There are 5 types of searchable elements: (a) keyword, (b) person, (c) location, (d) organization, and (e) taxonomy concept (R2). The Overview panel lists corpus-relevant entities and keywords in a scrollable vertical bar chart sorted by frequency. Items can be selectively filtered by toggling the corresponding searchable type icon on top of the panel (Fig. 1(B)), for more convenient browsing. Users can also use the Search panel, either via regular keyword search or via named entity search by appending designated prefixes to the search term, e.g., “P:” for person, “L:” location, “O:” organization, and “T:” for taxonomy concept (R2, R4). Entity search (person, location and organization) operates as contextual filters to a regular keyword search: for example, a search for “anne” will match to terms like “canned” and “banned”, but a search for “P:anne” will match only to identified person terms, e.g., “Joanne” and “Leanne”. Taxonomy search (“T:”), on the other hand, retrieves all matches and its hyponyms (children) for a chosen concept based on assigned Wordnet concepts: for example, “T:district.n.01” will match to terms like “town”, “state”, and “county”. Entity and taxonomy search can also be triggered from existing content by selecting a text segment in the Document panel (Fig. 1(D)): a pop-up window lists all encompassed entities and taxonomy concepts (R2, R4), which can then be selected to perform a new search.

Navigating the collection. Search results are shown in the Snippets panel (R3) and Document panel (R5). The Document panel provides access to full documents in a text collection, displayed in a continuous scrollable view, whereas the Snippets panel shows a scrollable list of snippets, i.e., search matches plus surrounding context to quickly assess relevance (R1, R5) (Fig. 1(C)). Snippets are linked on their left to corresponding document glyphs placed in a timeline to support temporal awareness (R3) (or, in the absence of a date, any other orderable variable, e.g., chapter numbers). On their right, they are linked to corresponding segments of the Document panel for easier matching (R3, R5); clicking on a snippet also redirects to the full original document (R5).

On the Document panel, a banded scroll bar provides a visual overview of the entire text collection (R1) via gray and white bands, each matching a document in the collection. Larger bands match longer documents, and colours are alternated to better denote where consecutive documents begin and end.

Keeping track of relevant information. Useful search queries can be saved as filters for later retrieval (R3, R6). Filters serve as multifaceted content slices and can encompass several queries to represent complex concepts. For example, a Places filter could include a taxonomy search query (“T:district.n.01”) as well as other keyword and named-entity queries found to correspond to cities in the collection, e.g., “Aldermaston” and “L:Washington”. Users can use the “Add” button in the Search panel to create a new filter from a search query. This adds a new entry to the Filters list (Fig. 1(A)) with an associated color (from ColorBrewer [21]) and a default title (to be updated as its meaning evolves). The “Add to” button, on the other hand, adds the search query to an existing filter, thus merging their search results. When a filter is turned on (Fig. 1(A)), search results are then displayed with the corresponding filter color (R6). The Overview panel reorders its items based on active filters, re-ranking terms that co-occur frequently in proximity to active snippets (R3). Multiple filters can be active at once, which helps reveal relationships between them (R3).

Finally, useful text segments can be bookmarked for later revisiting (R6). From the Snippets view, snippets can be upvoted (to mark important), downvoted (checked, but unimportant), and commented on with a note. Upvoting and downvoting influences the order in which snippets are shown, with upvoted snippets appearing first, downvoted ones last, and untagged snippets appearing in the middle. Snippets are further sorted by match to active search filters and by time. From the Documents panel, text selections can also be bookmarked. Upvotes and downvotes are shown on the banded scrollbar and can be accessed with a click (Fig. 1(D)).

5 Case Study
We revisited the data journalist a month later in two separate 40min sessions, one to validate findings and introduce Storifier, and one to get feedback on its use for composing a news article. Our goal was to assess Storifier on its ability to support journalistic inquiry.

5.1 Session 1: Preparation
In the first session, we obtained more information about the journalist’s experience (20+ years in data journalism) and practices. We also discussed what stories he was currently working on and where Storifier could help. A project in course was to explore content generated in the French National Debate (Grand Débat National) [2]. Between January–March 2019 the French government launched a website to invite citizens to express their opinions on several major issues, both in the form of closed-form (multiple-choice) questions and open-ended responses, available under the government open data initiative [18]. The journalist was interested in a subset of responses on environmental policies and we collected answers from 3 open-ended questions selected by him. The total set of answers amounted to over 195K responses. To handle the large scale, we
split each collection into three separate sub-collections based on response length and aggregated them by hour into 5 daily digests (0h-8h, then 4h intervals).

The journalist explained his goal in using Storifier was threefold: understand the general trends in open-ended responses that allow citizens to elaborate on the topic, search for unexpected points of view, and collect supporting quotes and testimonials. Prior to this qualitative exploration, he had processed the closed-form (multiple choice) responses using OpenRefine [1]. The journalist then independently used Storifier for 2 days in preparation for a new story.

5.2 Session 2: Insights

The second session took place 3 days after the story was published. We discussed the process he followed and how this was different from his past work, findings from using the tool that contributed to the story he wrote, pros and cons, and possible additions to better support journalistic inquiry. Next, we detail the journalist’s comments on tool use and the insights he reached using it, and we tie his feedback to our design recommendations (Sect. 3).

Initiating exploration. The journalist explained that one of the positive aspects of Storifier is that it helps find possible starting points. The Overview panel (Fig. 1(B)) provided awareness of the most important topics; this is where he found that a very common occurrence was that of recycling (more than 6,000 occurrences) and led him to investigate how people deal with waste management. He thus created a filter for “recycle” and added to it the term “waste” to see what contributors had to say about the two. He was able to find a list of other actions people take along with recycling that were not part of the multiple-choice questions, such as eating less meat, eating local and organic food, buying less clothes, and so on.

Even though the NLP of the tool was far from perfect, the journalist found it useful when looking for information on how people view air travel for the environment. The taxonomy suggested a group of terms (including plane, air travel, flight) and gave him a better understanding of how many people touched on the topic (1,015 occurrences), more than each of the individual terms (R2, R4).

He explained that finding what may be an interesting topic in a completely new corpus is still hard. But again, he emphasized the possible starting points (R1) and that the tool made it easy to turn them into search filters that could be combined (R4). In the past, his alternative was to apply NLP using Python to identify emerging topics and then conduct a text search for them in the full text. He explained that having the entity/keyword identification integrated with search functionality was powerful in Storifier. He stated that he often focused on the Overview panel and Snippets panel to (i) identify interesting relationships between more than one term — something that is hard to do with simple text search, and (ii) to quickly skim snippets and moving to the full text only when needed — contrary to his previous practice that returns search results on the full text.

One of the benefits of Storifier is that the snippets view level helps to quickly identify the context under which the different terms are mentioned and to decide if reading the full text is needed or not (R5). He explained that without the tool he would not have been able to conduct this type of exploration in 2 days. His first article on the topic appeared on March 16, 2019 [4], with Storifier used for qualitative analysis of the open-ended responses.

Serendipitous and unexpected discovery. While skimming through the Snippets panel, the journalist saw an emerging pattern that he then verified by reading the full text. Among people who mentioned they recycled, they often expressed the feeling that this is not very helpful, using different terms (e.g., “useless” or “futile” in the snippets). Following onto corresponding full text, he found several mentions of people stating they felt their efforts had little impact since larger organizations (e.g., companies) do not necessarily contribute to the cause. To the journalist, this is an insight that points to the public’s desire for a broader and coordinated public policy on recycling and waste management. He mentioned that this would have been hard to do with other exploration tools he now uses, as he would have to read many articles in full before identifying the trend. He explained that snippets made it easy to quickly go through multiple responses to get an overview of other entities/terms mentioned together, i.e., identify relationships between entities (R3). The use of snippets also helped to collect quotes to use in the final story (R6), which he states is crucial for this type of qualitative reporting.

Hypothesis formation and evidence. The French National Debate initiative was the government’s response to the then-emerging Gilets Jaunes movement. As such, the journalist was not surprised to see the name of the French president (Macron) appear as an entity a few times (16 occurrences). He hypothesized that the forum may have been used as a platform for members of the movement to express a political agenda. But by skimming associated snippets, he found that in most cases the name referred instead to the Macron law from 2015 that opened the public transport market to the private sector, providing more competitive prices for train and bus travel. He verified this by reading the full text next. The combination of overview and snippets aided in both forming a hypothesis and quickly finding evidence to disprove it (R5).

5.3 Other Feedback & Opportunities for Design

The journalist saw true potential in Storifier as a tool to aid journalistic inquiry: he was enthusiastic about it, used the tool in practice to write and publish an article. But further comments also raised several design opportunities to improve this process. In particular, he shared two usage scenarios that would benefit from text analysis.

First, he stated that he often writes retrospective stories revisiting a topic seen in the past (e.g., articles on recurring events like the Tour de France, or investigating the health care system). The tool inspired him to think that being able to conduct the same analysis in a new or updated corpus and seeing differences in results would be beneficial to update his stories. He suggested being able to export a set of filters and re-apply them to a different corpus.

Second, he felt it would be valuable to maintain a history of his investigative process to better support his claims. A way to export and show his exploration path (e.g., all his search filters) could provide audiences with an understanding of his process and allow them to potentially try the exploration and see if they reach the same conclusions. He also suggested being able to export all items in the Overview panel to quantitatively show the frequent entities in the text, to serve as evidence supporting certain findings.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we presented the design, development and evaluation of Storifier, a tool that supports a fluid reading-centered exploration of text collections by thoroughly connecting overview-level information to the underlying text. We worked closely with journalists throughout this process, and the tool supported the uncovering of newsworthy findings on a large collection of citizen feedback submissions and led to a published story. Our case study also revealed areas for improvement, such as better starting points for exploration, and the reuse of search filters across multiple collections. In addition, we see potential in repurposing user bookmarks and notes as additional resources to find related topics. Finally, it remains future work to investigate how we can better support summary views that represent the outcomes of the investigation, going from journalistic analysis and story investigation to story expression and summarization. Another space for improvement is to use active learning and intent modeling strategies to leverage user curation (e.g., upvotes and downvotes) that could improve information retrieval [31, 37].
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